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Thor’s hammer: the karl Gerät morser
in amerika
The following rules will help you incorporate these new units into your AMERIKA
game. Feel free to pick and choose which ones to use so long as all players agree.
These can help balance the game when players of differing skill levels play against
each other, or add new dimensions and strategy for advanced players.
The German army was known for big tanks and big guns. But this incredible mortar
redefined “siege cannon”. Used for many years against European and Russian
opponents, this fearsome gun is ready for export to the American Front.

german Karl morsers

give the German player a fearsome new long
range artillery unit capable of shelling combat zones from adjacent territories.

GERMANY Karl Gerät Mortar
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Built well behind the front line, these huge units are assembled from components
flown in by cargo planes. These must be placed in a territory that is completely
surrounded by friendly controlled territories. A maximum of three (3) are allowed
in the game at any one time. All other standard purchase and placement rules apply.
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To use the Karl Gerät, the Axis player may attack an enemy territory as
normal, or an adjacent territory in support of an attack (therefore not subject to
defensive fire), or as an attack all its own (shelling a target at long range). The Karl
rolls 2D12 for each attack and also has the City Bombard special ability like SP
Artillery, which helps the Axis advance into cities. A Luck Shot from one of these not
only allows target selection, but also renders a City Zone “cut-off” for the next Allied
Place Reinforcements phase.

Thank you for purchasing this amerika
expansion and enjoy the game!
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